Move More Challenge

Million Step Club

- Tammy Aguilar, NICU; School Of Medicine
- Sierra Allison, 6 West Winded Warriors; Emory Saint Joseph's Hospital
- Alaaeddin Alrohaibani, The Travelers; School Of Public Health
- Chris Alspaugh, The J. Walkers; School Of Medicine
- John Anderson, EJCH EMERGENCY; Emory Johns Creek Hospital
- Zachary Anderson, Yerkes Awesome Sauce; Yerkes National Primate Research
- Jane Baab, Plastic Personas; Emory Clinic
- Pearl Backman, Yerkes Staff Council & Wellness; Yerkes National Primate Research
- Shantyria Baker, Data Services Pavement Pounders; Human Resources
- Bethany Baker, DAR 3400; Ofc of Dev & Alumni Relations
- Helen Bartlett, EJCH Food and Nutrition; Emory Johns Creek Hospital
- Christy Beers, Baby Got Back Pain; Emory Wesley Woods Center
- Felicia Bianchi, Do More Than Yesterday; EVP Provost Academic Affairs
- Emily Blackwell, Data Services Pavement Pounders; Human Resources
- Bonnie Brackin, DUNWOODY ASC; Emory Specialty Associates
- Martin Brooks, Health Sciences Hardy Steppers; Emory Healthcare Inc.
- Flavio Burgalin, Keep Calm and Medicate on; Emory Saint Joseph’s Hospital
- Erin Cahill, Rockin’ Rollins; School Of Public Health
- Claudia Casserly, Keep It Moving; Emory University Hospital
- Kelly Chin, TO THE MOON!!!; Vice President For Finance
- Tom Christian, Team Macaque; Yerkes National Primate Research
- Susana Contreras, Yerkes Jerky Stick; Yerkes National Primate Research
- Carmen Cooper, The Ghost Walkers; LITS: Library and IT Services
- Amy Davis, EJCH Food and Nutrition; Emory Johns Creek Hospital
- Lateshia Davis, Neuro ICU EUH; Emory University Hospital
- Alexander De Leon, EJCH Blue Ops; Emory Johns Creek Hospital
- Julie Earnhart, DAR 3400; Ofc of Dev & Alumni Relations
- Rivka Elbein, Transplant Steppers 2; School Of Medicine
- Vashia Fiddling, PEACHTREE HILLS; Emory Hospital Midtown
- Lydia Flagg, PEACHTREE HILLS; School Of Public Health
- Ardana Ford, Walking the Distance; EVP Provost Academic Affairs
- Judi Fyola, Health Sciences Hardy Steppers; Emory Healthcare Inc.
- Selyka Givan, Keep It Moving; Emory Clinic
- Abby Grahek, Neuro ICU EUH; Emory University Hospital
- Joanna Green, Lets Increase Those Steps!; LITS: Library and IT Services
- Vincent Griffith, Team Macaque; Yerkes National Primate Research
- Michael Hager, EIDD- From Not to Hot; Emory College
- William Haralson, EUH Radiology; Emory University Hospital
- David Hauenstein, Do More Than Yesterday; LITS: Library and IT Services
- Ray Hawkins, 6T MOVERS; Emory University Hospital
- Stacey Hertz, EUHM ANESTHESIA; Emory Clinic
- Susan Hoffstadter, Euphoria; Graduate School
- Tara Holliday, CDU/ROC/Radiology @ EJCH; Emory Johns Creek Hospital
- LeTorsha Hom, Spivey Station Sole Survivors; Emory Clinic
- Adrena Hooks, Data Services Pavement Pounders; Human Resources
- Matthew Huitron, Yerkes MangaBABES; Yerkes National Primate Research
- Norma Hulme, Do More Than Yesterday; LITS: Library and IT Services
- Ikechukwuuka ikegwuonu, Do More Than Yesterday; LITS: Library & IT Services
- Denise Jacobson, Get to Steppin’; School Of Medicine
- Ray Jarvis, SHS Striders; Emory Campus Life
- Ursula Jean-Baptiste, The Step Crushers; School Of Medicine
- Tracey Johnson, Walking the Distance; EVP Provost Academic Affairs
- Linda Johnson, EICU 2 STEPPERS SJH; Emory Healthcare Inc.
- Jackie Joseph, Type and Screen Machines; Emory University Hospital
- Waithera Kagira-Watson, TFGH#1; Affiliated Organizations
- Markus Klass, Crawford Long; School Of Medicine
- Heather Koehler, DAR - Coffee Is For Closers; School Of Medicine
- Nancy Labbe, Emory Investment Management #1; Emory Investment Mgmt
- Rosemary Lane, Mission Slimpossible; Emory Clinic
- Scott Larimore, DAR Fit & Fabulous; Ofc of Dev & Alumni Relations
- Sera Lawal, Nuke the Fat; Emory University Hospital
- Jian–Ming Li, Blitzkrieg; School Of Medicine
- Marilyn Lineberger, Fast and Fabulous FSAP; Human Resources
- Megan Lineberry, DAR 3400: Ofc of Dev & Alumni Relations
- Rhonda Maire, EJCH Surgical Services; Emory Johns Creek Hospital
- Davian Manley, Yerkes, Dock Trotters; Yerkes National Primate Research
- Becky Marshall, OR Sprinters; Emory Hospital Midtown
- Betty McCarty, Skip Bo Friends; Emory University Hospital
- David Neujahr, Transplant Steppers 1; School Of Medicine
- Thu Nguyen, Wild 7 West; Emory Saint Joseph’s Hospital
- Barry Nickelsberg, The Carter Center; The Carter Center
- Abiodun Ojo, Positive Chain Reaction - PCR; Emory University Hospital
- Jason Parks, Are We There YET??; School Of Medicine
- Yolanda Pierce, Emory Outliers; EVP Provost Academic Affairs
- Lakshua Pitts, HEARTS RUN ON CVICU; Emory Saint Joseph’s Hospital
- Eric Reinhardt, Political Science Department; Emory College
- RJ Roaquin, Baby Got Back Pain; Emory Wesley Woods Center
- Jose Rodriguez, Alien Robot Spider; Campus Services
- Rimma Rubin, Emory Outliers; EVP Provost Academic Affairs
- Jonathan Sevranskey, EUH Critical Care; School Of Medicine
- David Stafford, EJCH Blue Ops; Emory Johns Creek Hospital
- Maria Tortocion, Student Health Steppers; Emory Campus Life
- Jean Ulysse, 10min Turnover Time; Emory Clinic
- Madeleine White, EUHM ANESTHESIA; Emory Clinic
- Regina Williams, Outpatient Psychiatry; Emory Clinic
- Chrysesten Yaughn, Southern Peaches; Emory Specialty Associates
- Marvis Zanders, Keep It Moving; School Of Medicine
- Ziduo Zheng, Correlated Random Walkers; School of Public Health